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For much of the twentieth century, research cast doubt on prospects for preventing or treating antisocial behavior. But family-based research (e.g., 1) suggested that behavioral interventions to build parenting skill might reduce child conduct problems, and multiple parent training programs were developed and shown to be effective (e.g., 2, 3, 4; see 5 for other examples). Later evidence showed that even seriously delinquent adolescents could be turned around through intensive, multi-system interventions (e.g., 6), although the high cost of these interventions limits their availability, and they are often introduced after arrests have been made and considerable harm done to youths, families, and society. If earlier, less-costly intervention could prevent later development of serious problems, this would be good news indeed.

Scott, Briskman, and O’Connor (7) test whether lower-cost treatment in childhood might in fact have benefits that carry over to later years, essentially operating as long-term prevention of antisocial behavior and traits. They present follow-up data from two of their group’s earlier studies (8,9) in which parents of young children (aged 3-7 in one study, 4-6 in the other) were randomized to a behavioral parent training program (4) or a control group. The initial sample in one study—severely antisocial and referred for treatment—was re-assessed at ages 10-17; the initial sample in the second study—less severe but “high risk”—was re-assessed at ages 9-13.

Findings at follow-up were quite different for the two early intervention study samples. For the more severe clinic-referred sample, there were significant treatment vs. control group differences at long-term follow-up on measures of oppositional-defiant behavior, antisocial traits, parental warmth in an expressed emotion measure, parent reported child monitoring/supervision, and reading skill. The findings suggest that early
intervention focused on parenting skills may have effects that extend well into adolescence. In contrast, follow-up analyses of the second study sample (high-risk but not clinically referred) showed no long-term effects of any kind. The contrast between these two sets of findings, and the rich body of detail provided by Scott et al., raise intriguing questions...

1. *How firm are the long-term effects?* The long-term effect on reading ability in the clinically referred sample was derived from a standardized performance measure with subjective factors minimized. However, all the positive findings on antisocial behavior and traits were derived from reports by the youths and parents who had participated in the earlier trial, were aware of which intervention they had received, and were presumably aware that this was a follow-up study by the same investigative team. By contrast, measures involving direct observation of parenting, and ratings by naïve informants (i.e., current teachers) showed no long-term effects. So, should we view the findings as solid evidence that early intervention can produce long-term effects on antisocial behavior and traits, or should we see the findings as subjective reports by former study participants perhaps motivated to report good news? The question cannot be answered definitively from the evidence currently available, but it does suggest the need for a further step.

2. *Can early intervention affect the objective outcomes of greatest concern to society?* A potentially valuable next step for Scott and colleagues will be to follow the research participants into the years when the most high-stakes adult outcomes can be assessed, and rather objectively—outcomes such as
reduced criminal behavior, gainful employment, and success in interpersonal, romantic, and later parenting roles. Long-term benefits on outcomes like these could directly address questions about whether the findings transcend subjective reports, making the societal payoff for early intervention clear to all.

3. What determines whether early intervention will have long-term impact? If we assume, for the moment, the validity of the positive effects, a logical next question is what caused them. Juxtaposing the absence of long-term effects in the high-risk study sample with the multiple long-term effects found in the clinically referred study sample suggests several hypotheses, all warranting further study. At first blush, the differing findings for the two samples might seem to suggest that early intervention is more likely to produce long-term effects with more severely antisocial children than those who are less severe, a pattern consistent with at least some previous findings (5,10,11). However, supplemental analyses by Scott et al. suggest that initial severity does not explain their findings, nor do between-study differences in ethnicity, maternal education, or housing. Discerning which factors did make a difference may be difficult in part because the two study follow-ups differed in numerous ways; for example, follow-up in the severe and referred sample extended to age 17, potentially permitting more adolescent variability in outcomes (and thus more opportunity to detect treatment vs. control differences) than in the follow-up with the high-risk sample, which topped out at age 13. Scott et al. suggest that differences between long-term findings of the two studies may reflect (a) larger initial intervention effects for the clinic-referred sample, which
were thus more likely to be sustained over time, (b) higher motivation by parents of children for whom treatment was being sought, and (c) regression to the mean on antisocial behavior by the high-risk community control group. These three differences, common in treatment versus prevention study comparisons, fit the hypothesis that treatment trials with referred children are more likely to produce lasting effects than prevention trials with high-risk youngsters who are not clinically referred. Verifying this or other hypothesis in future studies could help policy-makers determine which early intervention investments might be most likely to maximize long-term societal benefit.

4. *What if there were no long-term effects?* Scott et al have appropriately focused on the question of long-term benefit, and that benefit may turn out to be quite real. However, we should not forget that short term effects alone can mean a great deal to families and to society. Both parents and their children benefit when parents learn to devote quality time to their children, give instructions in ways that are clear and clearly understood, and reward their children with attention and praise for good behavior. Both children and parents benefit when children learn to attend to their parents, follow adult instructions, obey rules, and behave prosocially with siblings and peers. The more such parent and child behavior flourishes and spreads, the more the social systems involving the parent and child benefit. These effects may all be “short-term” benefits of effective parenting interventions like those used by Scott et al., but the benefit to society can be real and potentially quite broad,
even if they do not last for many years. If the effects also leave a legacy that lasts into adolescence and beyond, that would be icing on the cake.

In their engaging and thoughtful article, Scott et al. raise important questions about the potential legacy effects of high-quality interventions for parents of young children. The findings answer some of these questions and highlight other questions for the days ahead. In both respects, the authors have made a valuable contribution.
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